
non-pitched notes.

arhythmic, non-pitched material, interpretted by the player. multiphonics / noise encouraged.

indicates the transition from conducted to non-conducted portion of each movement, intitated by pink fade on video conductor tracks. 

    Multiphonics if doable. 

Overview:
This material is written to trigger learned musical behaviors, while inspiring improvisational decision-making, within a chance or game structure. This is explored through (6) movements.
Originally conceived for a site-speci!c architectural installation by Los Angeles artist Nate Page, in an art gallery venue divided in half by an unnaturally recessed storefront glass window.  
Originally composed for any number of pairs of players +/- conductor/percussiona soloist 

HUB NEW MUSIC

Notation:
All pitches are notated in approximate areas on the sta", to be decided speci!cally by each player.  open clef. 

A-E materials contained in boxes are notated with deliberately variable chances of accuracy - some beyond playability. proceed. 
 

Performance:

Each movement has a separate conduction video track. Observe the tempo marking & time signature, and perform the conducted material situated to the left of the black arrow, ad in!nitum.

A single, pink, #ashing cue indicates an option to diverge from the conduction and to iterate singular materials lettered A-E, sequentially, one cell per one pink cue. 
If iterated, immediately rejoin the conduction.

Eventually, conduction will fade out, signaling players’ transition into material situated to the right of the black arrow. Duration here is indeterminate.  
This material is an expansion for players to interpret, and shall ultimately reach a threshold beyond which no further expansion can be made. (e.g., peak volume, peak duration, 
peak interval range, peak obfuscation of pitch)
 
These thresholds crystalize each movement to its natural conclusion. 
When a movement has reached the apex of the musical operations notated, proceed to the next movement.  
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